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Introduction 
 
I hardly use the Get External Data function in Excel for some reason but today I wanted to explore 
some data and thought, just in case it’s messy, I’ll use it. I read an article on the BBC web site about 
English football club managers: it shows when each manager was appointed, which club, their name 
and their predecessor. 
 
I thought: that’s interesting for a bit of data analysis and thought about how many days they had been 
in office, whether there was a difference in tenure between the Premier League and the Championship 
and so on. I could draw a histogram, set up a Pivot Table. 
 
So, here we are! 
 
Get External Data 
 
The page is here: http://www.bbc.com/sport/0/football/32198337 and I hope it is still live when you 
try this. 
 
Open an Excel file … preferably a new and clean one! 
 
Put your cursor where you would like the data to start once you have downloaded it: I usually put 
things in A5 to allow me to set up a title, list the URL and so on. 
 
Now,  
 
Click Data Tab 
Look for Get External Data … left hand of this ribbon 
Click … From Web 
 
That opens this dialogue box: 
 

 
 

http://www.bbc.com/sport/0/football/32198337


As it says, copy and paste or type your URL into the Address bar at the top of the Box and click Go 
… 
 
If you have entered the right URL you will then see the page you want like this: 
 
Scroll down a little bit until you see the Premier League heading 
Click on the arrow at the top left of that section, marked in the graphic that follows: 
 

 
 
Scroll down again until you get to the Championship table and click on that arrow 
Repeat for League One 
League Two 
Conference 
NOTE: I ignored the Scottish Premier League ONLY because it’s not in England and they didn’t give 
the other Scottish leagues. 
 
Click Import and it will ask you to confirm where to enter the data … F5 is where I put mine … 
 
I turned the table it gave me into an Excel Table 
In column F I created a Days formula =TODAY()-D7 … which then copied down automatically 
 
You will see TBC (to be confirmed) in a few places in the Manager column and in that case the 
number of days will exceed 40,000 … ask yourself, how should I deal with that? It means the 
previous manager has left but no final decision on their replacement has been taken yet! 
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I then created a Histogram of all clubs: Number of days in groups and their frequency: it’s heavily 
skewed. 
 
I created this small table and was surprised to see the difference between the Premier League and the 
Championship: much bigger than I would have thought. Then again, consider outliers here! Find the 
outlier(s) in the Premier League and see the effect it/they is/are having! 
 

Average Days per Club  
Premier League   809.48  
Championship   350.57  
League One   524.92  
League Two   595.92  
Conference   831.33  

 
Pivot Table 
 

 
 
Count of Days really means how many clubs are in that Division … change that title! 
 
Click the link on the blog page to download the file … 
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